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Abstrat

This paper ompares the tasks of type heking and type infer-

ene in the ontext of a simple many-sorted presriptive type system.

Type inferene is an extension of type heking in the ontext of in-

omplete type delarations; while heking the well-typedness of some

expressions, type inferene also infers type delarations for undelared

symbols.

The basis of our approah is a delarative representation of the

onept of a well-typed expression by a formal de�nition in a logi

theory.

We show that type heking an be implemented as a dedutive

task with respet to this logial theory augmented with an exhaustive

enumeration of type delarations. We show that type inferene an

be implemented as an abdutive task with respet to the same logial

theory augmented with a partial enumeration of type delarations and

some axioms expressing general properties of the type system.

1 Introdution

This paper studies two tasks in the ontext of a simple many-sorted

presriptive type system.
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In the ontext of logi, theories of untyped logis desribe uniform

domains of objets. In the ontext of knowledge representation ap-

pliations, the domain of disourse is virtually always heterogenous;

relations and funtions take their arguments within ertain sublasses

of the domain. Expressions about the same relations in the ontext

of other objets outside these sublasses make often an senseless or

absurd impression. E.g. expressions about the father of some eletri-

al devie, or the prie and eletrial properties of a person are weird

and their ourrene in a theory or query virtually always indiates

an error. In a many-sorted presriptive type system, the olletion

of types de�nes a partitioning of the domain of disourse in mutu-

ally non-interseting lasses of objets. In this partitioned domain

of disourse, arguments (and result) of funtions and relations are

taken within one partiular lass; type delarations of funtors and

prediates de�ne the types of the arguments. Sensible expressions are

well-typed : types of expressions oinides with the argument positions

in whih they our. This way a typing system inreases the auray

of the knowledge representation. In addition it also prevents against

typos and other representational errors.

One task in sorted languages is to hek the well-typedness of ex-

pressions. Given a type delaration for eah symbol (funtors, pred-

iates, onstants, variables), a type heking program heks if all

expressions of the program or theory are well-typed. The problem

with simple type heking is that an exhaustive enumeration of type

delarations for all symbols is needed, whih is often longer than the

program itself. For this reason, many urrent typed systems take as

input a partial list of type delarations (e.g. of prediates, onstants

and funtors only) and attempt to infer the types of the remaining

symbols (in the above ase the variables).

The ontribution of this extended abstrat is that we show that

the type inferene problem an be onsidered as an abdutive variant

of the type heking problem. In our analysis, we follow a knowledge

representation approah. The basis of our approah is a delarative

representation of the onept of well-typed expression by a formal def-

inition in a logi theory.

We show that type heking an be implemented as a dedutive

task with respet to this logial theory augmented with an exhaustive

enumeration of type delarations. We show that type inferene an

be implemented as an abdutive task with respet to the same logial

theory augmented with a partial enumeration of type delarations and

some axioms expressing general properties of the type system. The

abdutive system abdues type delarations for undelared symbols

in order to obtain well-typed expressions.
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So far, the above analysis is mainly a theoretial one. We have run

abdutive solvers in omputational experiments for type inferene.

The problem with the approah is that the proedure simply fails for

badly typed expressions; in suh a ase, the user expets helpful error

messages whih a general purpose abdutive reasoner annot provide.

2 ID-logi

We speify the theory of well-typed expressions in ID-logi, a onser-

vative extension of lassial logi with (indutive) de�nitions [3℄. An

ID-logi theory onsists of a set of lassial logi sentenes and one

or more de�nitions. A de�nition D is a pair of a set Defined(D) of

prediates, alled the de�ned prediates, and a set of rules or ases of

the form:

p(t) F

with p a de�ned prediate, and F a �rst order formula. The other

prediates are alled open prediates and their set is denoted Open(D).

In this paper, F will be restrited to a normal form: a onjuntion of

literals.

The semantis of ID-logi extends the model theory of lassial

logi. An interpretation is a model of a theory i� it is a model of its

sentenes (now, also de�nitions are onsidered as sentenes). Hene, it

suÆes to de�ne what is a model of a de�nition. In [4℄, it was argued

that the well-founded semantis an be understood as a robust, general

priniple of indutive de�nition in the presene of positive and negative

indution. In [3℄, it is shown how to lift the well-founded semantis to

ID-logi

1

. In the ase of the sub-formalism used here, an interpretation

I is a model of a de�nition i� it is an extended well-founded model of

D [9℄.

ID-logi is a delarative logi and provides a knowledge theoreti

interpretation for the formalism of Abdutive logi programming [8℄

and Open Logi Programming-First Order Logi [2℄. The latter an be

embedded in ID-logi, as theories with a set of lassial logi sentenes

(the onstraints), and one de�nition (the abdutive logi program, or

the open logi program). Vie versa, reasoning tehniques from these

logis an be used to reason on ID-logi.

1

To obtain a truly onservative extension of lassial logi, the model semantis of ID-

logi as de�ned in [3℄ is based on general non-Herbrand interpretations. Also, it is de�ned

for general rules.
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3 Formalizing well-typedness

In this setion, we de�ne and formalize well-typedness of well-formed

logial expressions by a theory in ID-logi. The lass of well-formed

expressions onsidered here is very broad; it inludes lassial �rst

order logi formulas, rules (as in ID-logi) and their subexpressions

(the logial terms).

In a simple many-sorted type system, given is a set of sorts or

types. Also given is a set of primitive symbols, the alphabet of the

language, whih onsists of prediate symbols, funtors, onstants and

variables. For eah these symbols, a type delaration spei�es the type

for eah argument position and of the result of the symbol. Prediate

symbols have the speial type pred. Examples of type delarations

are given below:

foo(t1,t2)::t1

a::t2

b::t1

p(t1)::pred

De�nition 3.1 A logial expression based on the above alphabet is

well-typed i� for eah subterm or subexpression ourring at some ar-

gument position, the type of the result of the main funtor is idential

to the type of the argument position in whih it ours.

This de�nition assumes that there are also type delarations for the

logial onnetors, onjuntion, disjuntion, negation, quanti�ers, et.

Eah of them takes arguments of type pred and returns expressions

of the same type.

E.g. p(foo(b; a)) is well-typed term of sort pred, while foo(a; a)

is untyped beause for the �rst ourrene of a, the type of a and its

argument position di�er.

To represent the de�nition of a lass of well-typed expressions in

a ID-logi, we need to introdue ID-logi notations to denote these

logial expressions, and to denote the type delarations. To represent

logial expressions, we will reify the logial onnetors, quanti�ers and

prediates; i.e. we will represent them by funtors in our language.

Also, similarly as in the language Goedel [5℄, we use the ground

representation of variables in expressions to be typed. We will rep-

resent the variables as onstants preeeded by the symbol v; i.e. we

write the variable `A' as `vA'. As in Goedel, a dearative prediate

var an be de�ned. We assume that it is de�ned by a table of atoms

of the form:

var(vA).
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With respet to the typing shemas onsidered here in this paper,

onstants and variables behave similarly.

Below is an example of how a logial expression is represented.

E.g. the logial expression

8X:p(X) 9Y:q(f(X); Y )

is represented by the term:

forall(vX, <-(p(vX),exists(vY,q(f(vX),vY))))

Using the more natural notations provided by the use of operator

funtors

2

, this an be represented more naturally as:

forall(vX, p(vX) <- exists(vY,q(f(vX),vY)))

Type delarations are expressed using the same operator prediate ::

that appeared before. Type delarations will be represented by atoms

of the form foo(t1,t2)::t1.

To express that a logial expression is well-typed, we introdue

the prediate symbol well-typed/2. It takes an expression as �rst

argument and a type as seond argument; its intended interpretation

is that the �rst argument is a well-typed term of the sort spei�ed by

the seond argument.

To hek the well-typedness of sub-expressions, we need to aess

sub-expressions. For this purpose, we will introdue two prediates, in-

spired by Prolog's meta-programming built-ins, namely the prediate

funtor=3 and the operator alternative syntax to represent prediate

= ::=2. For the purposes of this paper, these prediates an be given a

delarative semantis expressed by the following ID-logi de�nitions.

The de�nition of funtor=3 onsists of the following ase, for eah

funtor f=n of the alphabet:

funtor(f(X1,..,Xn),f,n).

Or, funtor=3 returns the main funtor and arity of some term.

The de�nition of the operator = ::=2 onsists of the following ase,

for eah funtor f=n of the alphabet:

f(X1,..,Xn) =.. [f,X1,..,Xn℄.

Or, this prediate returns for eah term a list of its main funtor

and its arguments.

With the above prediates, the de�nition of well-typed expressions

an be formally written down as the following rule.

2

Operator prediates and funtors allow an in�x syntax rather than a pre�x syntax to

denote an atom. Equality is an example. One writes x = y rahter than = (x; y).
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well_typed(Expression,ExpressionType) <-

funtor(Expression,Name,Arity), 1

funtor(Types,Name,Arity), 2

Types::ExpressionType, 3

Expression=..[Name|ArgList℄, 4

Types =..[Name|ArgTypeList℄, 5

well_typed_list(ArgList,ArgTypeList). 6

A list of expressions is well-typed if the �rst expression in that list

is well-typed, and if the rest of that list is well-typed.

well_typed_list([℄,[℄).

well_typed_list([Arg|ArgR℄,[ArgType|ArgTypeR℄) <-

well_typed(Arg,ArgType),

well_typed_list(ArgR,ArgTypeR).

Some explanation: Expression is well-typed of sort ExpressionType

i� for its main funtor (1), a type delaration an be found with type

ExpressionType (2+3), and moreover, all arguments of Expression

are well-typed expressions of the sorts as requested by the type de-

laration (4+5+6).

The above de�nition is a spei�ation and an be used in several

ways, both for type heking and type inferene. This is shown in the

next setion.

4 Cheking and inferene of

many sorted types

When augmented with a omplete table de�ning all typings of all sym-

bols, the above de�nition de�nes all prediates and is an exeutable

Prolog program. The query to hek the type a logial expression F

is well-typed(F,Type). Of ourse, the de�nitions of the prediates

funtor/3 and =.. an be dropped and Prolog's built-ins an be used

instead.

The table of type de�nitions an be divided into type-de�nitions

of built-in onstruts, suh as true, false, onjuntion, negation,

equality, . . . and the type-de�nitions of user de�ned prediates. The

type-de�nitions of logial onnetors is:

true::pred.

false::pred.

(pred,pred)::pred.

(pred;pred)::pred.

not(pred)::pred.
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(pred<-pred)::pred.

forall(T,pred)::pred.

exists(T,pred)::pred.

The type delaration of the equality prediate is a speial ase.

Equality ranges over all sorts. This is a prototypial ase of a poly-

morphi prediate. Polymorphism will be onsidered more generally

in setion 5. Here, we add the ase:

(T=T)::pred.

It represents that all atoms in whih both sides have the same type,

are well-typed.

4.1 Example

The following example is about lamps radiating an amount of light in

a ertain olour. We introdue the following funtor and prediates.

The funtor lamp(vI,vC) represents a lamp with intensity vI and

olour vC. The prediate has_intensity(vL,vI) expresses that lamp

vL has intensity vI and the prediate has_olour(vL,vC) expresses

that lamp vL has olour vC. The type-de�nitions of these prediates

and funtors are :

lamp(intensity_type,olour_type)::lamp_type.

has_olour(lamp_type,olour_type)::pred.

has_intensity(lamp_type,intens_type)::pred.

vI::intensity_type.

vL::lamp_type.

vC::olour_type.

Adding these to the above list of built in prediates is suÆient to

solve the following query. It gives us the answer whether the formula

is well-typed or not.

well_typed(( false <- vL = lamp(vI,vC),

not ( has_intensity(vL,vI)

; has_olour(vL,vC) ) ),X).

This query sueeds with answer X=pred: the expression is well-

typed and is of the type pred. The following query fails:

well_typed(( false <- vC = lamp(vI,vC)),X).

The left argument of the equality is a olour variable, the right

argument is a lamp.
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4.2 Type-Inferene

The problem with type heking as de�ned above is that a omplete

list of type-delarations for a programmay be longer than the program

itself. For this reason, most typed systems provide some mixture of

type heking and type inferene. The type inferene allows to infer

the types of ertain symbols (often the variables) that have not been

delared. E.g. in the example of the previous setion, the �rst type

delaration of lamp/2 suÆes to other 5 type delarations. Espeially

it's interesting to leave out the delarations for variables.

The goal of this setion is to show that type-inferene an be un-

derstood as a form of abdutive reasoning on the above de�nition of

well-typing, some partial set of type-delarations and a set of axioms

expressing general properties of type-delarations.

To model type-inferene at the knowledge representation level, we

must represent partial knowledge on the typing prediate :: and add

axioms to express general properties of many-sorted typing.

In the logi program for type heking, the table of type delara-

tions forms a de�nition by exhaustive enumeration of the type de-

larations. In the ontext of presriptive type inferene

3

, the table of

type delarations is inomplete; and the goal is to omplete this table.

From a knowledge representation point of view, this raises the problem

of how to represent the partial knowledge on the typing prediate.

There are several solutions for this. One solution is to delete the

prediate :: from the set of de�ned prediates and to move its partial

table from the de�nition part to the lassial logi axioms. The solu-

tion that we have adopted is to distinguish between builtin prediates

and user prediates. The type delarations for the �rst are added as

a de�nition; those of the seond are added to the set of logi axioms.

To this end we add a new open prediate ::: whih expresses type

delarations for user de�ned symbols.

The spei�ation is extended in the following way. First, we must

express that ::: is a sub-prediate of ::. We add a new ase to the

de�nition of :: :

F::T <- F:::T.

To express that the open prediate ::: is restrited to user-de�ned

prediates, we add the axiom (in lausal form):

<- F:::T, built_in(F).

Here built in is a new de�ned prediate and its de�nition is given

below:

3

Presriptive type inferene is fundamentally di�erent from type inferene of suess-

types [6℄.
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built_in((X,Y)).

built_in((X;Y)).

built_in(not(X)).

built_in(true).

built_in(false).

built_in((X<-Y)).

built_in((X=Y)).

Finally, to omplete the representation, we must express that an

expression has only one type delaration. This is expressed by the

following axiom.

Args1=Args2 <- F1:::T1 , F2:::T2 ,

funtor(F1,Fun,Ar), funtor(F2,Fun,Ar),

F1=..[Fun|Args1℄,F2=..[Fun|Args2℄.

T1=T2 <- F1:::T1 , F2:::T2 ,

funtor(F1,Fun,Ar), funtor(F2,Fun,Ar),

F1=..[Fun|Args1℄,F2=..[Fun|Args2℄.

If this onstraint would be dropped, then the type inferene would

derive ad ho polymorphi type delarations [1℄: multiple type dela-

rations for the same symbol. The problem of allowing this is that it

annihilates the type heking: by assuming suÆient number of type

delarations, eah expression is well-typed.

We obtain a ID-logi theory onsisting of logi axioms and de�ni-

tions for the prediates ::, well typed/2, well typed list/2 and

the lower level prediates (funtor/3, =.., built in/1, var/1).

This theory an be further extended by adding the partial set of type

delarations of user symbols as a set of axioms.

Using the above de�nitions and axioms, an abdutive inferene

system an now be used for type inferene. Given the above theory,

and a query well typed(<expression>,X), an abdutive solver will

try to infer a set of type delarations whih make expression a well-

typed expression. It will fail if no suh a set an be found. For the

experiments below, we used the abdutive system SLDNFA [2℄.

4.3 Example revisited

Reonsider the example of setion 4.1. The type-delarations of this

example an be abdued. First we abdue the type-delarations with-

out given delarations of the user de�ned symbols. The same query is

used:

well_typed(( false <- vL = lamp(vI,vC),

not ( has_intensity(vL,vI)

; has_olour(vL,vC) ) ),X).
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The abdution of this query results in the following :

has_olour(A,B):::pred

has_intensity(A,C):::pred

vC:::B

vI:::C

lamp(C,B):::A

vL:::A

Eah one or the variables A, B and C is representing a unique and

di�erent type. Some variables not being ground doesn't mean that

the funtors or prediates involved are polymorphi. The above results

ontain prediate delarations for every variable, funtor and prediate

in terms of these variables. This is beause there were no user type-

delarations before the type-inferene started.

In absene of any type delarations, the other query sueeds as

well:

well_typed(( false <- vC = lamp(vI,vC)),X).

The answer is:

vC:::A

vI:::B

lamp(B,A):::A

We an also pose the same queries in the ontext of additional type

delarations. When the user provides a (partial) type-delaration, the

type delaration is used to �ll in the type-variables with ground types.

Assume that we add the following atom as an axiom (not as a ase!):

has_intensity(lamp_type,intens_type)::pred.

When adding this delaration to the spei�ation the abdution of

the above query gives :

has_olour(lamp_type,A):::pred

vC:::A

I:::intens_type

lamp(intens_type,A):::lamp_type

L:::lamp_type

The delaration was not enough to infer all the types (in partiular,

the type A is still undetermined). The program is heked with the

present type-delarations, the absent type-delarations are inferred.

Next, instead of the above type delaration we add the type de-

laration:

lamp(intensity_type,olour_type)::lamp_type.
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In this ase, abdutive inferene will be able to infer all the orret

type delarations for the �rst query, and the seond query will fail

beause vC should be both of type lamp type and olour type. This

illustrates that in general, type inferene allows a dramatial redution

of the number of user de�ned type delarations.

For pratial use, the right strategy seems to be that the user

should provide suÆient type delarations so that the types of all

symbols an be determined in a non-ambiguous way. In our frame-

work, this means that the user de�ned delarations should allow a

unique abdutive solution onsisting of ground type delarations for

all symbols.

5 Type heking and inferene

for polymorphi types

Polymorphi funtors and prediates are funtors and prediates whose

operands an have more than one type. Parametri polymorphism is

obtained when a funtor works uniformly on a ranges of types; these

types normally exhibit some ommon struture. The parametri poly-

morphism an be used to type equalities, lists and related prediates.

An equality makes sense on every type, as long as the two arguments

have the same type. The typing of lists depends on the type of the

elements in the list. All the elements in a list have to be of the same

type. The list-type list(T) denotes a list with elements of the type

T. The type T is a so-alled type-variable. An empty list is a speial

ase of parametri polymorphism.

Cardelli [1℄ states that there are two views on suh parametri

polymorphism. E.g. in the ase of the empty list, we ould think of

a di�erent empty list for every type appearing in lists, eah of whih

is represented by the same notation. This means that notations are

overloaded and their denotations must be disambiguated using type

information. Another way to think about the empty list is as an

element in the singleton intersetion of all list-types.

The following examples show the type-delarations of some poly-

morphi prediates and funtors.

(T=T)::pred.

[℄::list(T).

[T|list(T)℄::list(T).

append(list(T),list(T),list(T))::pred.

The last type-de�nition types append/3.
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append([℄,L,L). 1

append([F|L1℄,L2,[F|R℄) <- 2

append(L1,L2,R). 3

Appending two lists results in a new list. Note that the three

arguments have the same type. The �rst line in the above de�nition

of append/3 implies that the seond and third argument have the same

type. In the seond line, a ommon element F appears in both lists in

the �rst and third argument, hene their types are equal.

We don't allow type-inferene of type-delarations of polymorphi

prediates. The onstraint requiring the uniqueness of abdued type-

delarations presented in setion 4.2 prevents polymorphism of fun-

tors without expliit type-delaration. But as mentioned in setion

4.2, if this onstraint would be dropped, then the type inferene would

derive ad ho polymorphi type delarations for every symbol. If we

want to abdue typedelarations of polymorphi prediates and fun-

tors, the axioms in setion 4.2 would have to be hanged.

All polymorphi funtors and prediates have to be delared expli-

itly. We use the prediate polymorphi/1 to isolate the polymorphi

prediates and funtors. It's meaning is similar to the one presented

in setion 4.2 about built in prediates.

polymorphi((_=_)).

polymorphi([℄).

polymorphi([_|_℄).

polymorphi(append(_,_,_)).

To avoid type-delarations of polymorphi funtors to be abdued,

we add the following onstraint.

false <- F:::T, polymorphi(F).

6 Conlusion

We used an abdutive solver - and not a speialized program - to

infer a typing for a program. Adding two rules to the type-heking

spei�ation is enough to have type-inferene. The abdution sueeds

when the typing is orret, it fails otherwise. To obtain meaningful

error messages, either the solver has to be extended or a speialized

type-heking program has to be implemented.
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